Prepared4ALL Brief Outreach Script

Hi, I’m [name] and I work with [organization name]. [Sentence about what your organization does as the person you are speaking with may not be familiar.]

We’re part of an initiative that builds partnerships among disability organizations and local emergency and public health preparedness staff. We want to help ensure that our local emergency plans meet the needs of our whole community. We are working to create a local community network, or Prepared4ALL Action Team, to collaborate on local disability inclusion efforts, such as sharing referrals to support accessible communications or advising local planners on emergency planning issues affecting the disability community.

Prepared4ALL Action Team members may have many existing resources and services which can be leveraged to help support local emergency preparedness efforts. The purpose of these groups is not to add to anyone’s workload, but rather help planners work smarter by serving as a trusted partner to ensure people with disabilities are included in emergency planning efforts and help fill any gaps.